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This is where Spaceman & Co stepped in and introduced the 
brand to itself. Through intense brainstorming and listening 
sess ions we excavated into the brand’s  core and 
embarked on our incredible maiden voyage. This journey of self-
discovery, if you will, led to a concrete concept plan, a robust 
brand identity, the app mockup, the company website, and 
meticulous execution plans that launched this brave brand in a 
brave new world. 

SERVICE CATEGORIES: 
1. Conceptual Design #Dream
2. Presentation Deck Design #Think
3. Brand Identity #Think
4. Organizational Storytelling #Inspire 
5. Website Development #Innovate

CLIENT DELIVERABLES: 
1. Business Execution Plan 
2. Company Pitch Deck
3. App Mockups
4. Landing Page and Website
5. Brand Identity Bundle 
 

Hotbox is a revolutionary new way to avail cannabis experiences
on the go. The Hotbox app brings together carpooling and
cannabis lovin’ by allowing users to book cannabis  friendly ride
shares anywhere, anytime.

HOT BOX
Creating The First App For Cannabis-Friendly Rides
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You’re stranded in the middle of downtown LA at the end of a
hard day. You want to get somewhere but can’t nd a ride. Your
mind is sore from all the meetings. You picturize a heavenly comfy
cab ride that lets you light up your favourite strain as you relax
safely on your way home. Is this real or are you, erm, hallucinating?

The founders of HotBox dreamt of normalizing cannabis use by

creating an identity that resonated with whitecollar cannabis

users and needed a timeline-based action plan to bring this

revolutionary idea to life. This was just the tip of the berg. The

brand also needed a visual projection of how their idea and

product will look in real life along with a website, brand identity &

app development plan. 
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 SERVICE CATEGORIES:
1. Organizational Storytelling #Inspire 
2. Immersive Experiences #Dream
3. Conceptual Design #Dream
4. Company Culture #Dream
5. Execution Strategy #Think

We tackled this interesting challenge with our 
deep understanding of different consumers
and their respective psychological triggers. By 
blending a heady mix of stories, events, 
activations and content, our team designed 
targeted experiential campaigns for each 
consumer type and delivered a detailed step-
by-step guide to implement our strategy. 
The results post execution were outstanding! 

CLIENT DELIVERABLE: 
Detailed design and execution strategy
for  an experiential  marketing program  
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How Curated Experiences Unleashed a Wave of Emotion in a
Residential Community 

WINDSOR COMMUNITIES

The denition of a residential community has changed for good.
Phew! The new-age residential community is no longer just a place to
live. Instead, it’s a place to celebrate, grow, and experience events
that enrich your existence. 

Windsor Communities is a progressive Californian community of over
30K apartments that values individual identity, inclusivity and self
expression. Windsor Communities discovered Spaceman & Co in their
need to create an experiential marketing campaign to help spike
resident retention rates and brand loyalty. The client needed a
\vibe-licious campaign that resonated with current residents and
established a sense of belonging by going beyond traditional
community events and unleashing free owing emotions. 
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Identify Windsor Communities primary competitions in Downtown LA.

Dene each competitor’s strengths, weaknesses, marketing strategy
and  social media strategy

Determine areas of opportunity, competitive advantages and brand 
placement for Windsor Communities

Obtain proprietary historic data from Windsor Communities
management  and key stakeholders

Identify relevant social media pages, real estate listings and
advertising  campaigns

Conduct in-person tours of competitor buildings and meet with key 
stakeholders to holistically understand the competitive landscape

Post the completion of the preliminary research, Zippy Labs will
provide  Windsor Communities a formal report detailing our ndings
and how  they tie into our overall branding campaign.

At this time we will work with the management to tweak and
personalize  the branding campaign to account for recent ndings,
short term goals  and expectations.

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS OBJECTIVE

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS STRATEGY

DELIVERABLE 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
It has been an absolute pleasure staying at South park by 
Windsor - The organisational effort put in by you and the team 
is truly commendable! I health roli enjoyed every community 
event damn sure my sentiment is shared by all our neighbours. 
While you're under arrest of the team work hard to make us 
feel at home, it is essential for the management to streamline 
its event marketing strategy and organise engaging 
experiences that are aligned with their communities over all 
values and brand sentiment. With increasing number of luxury 
rentals in Downtown, it is no surprise that consumers for 
adapting as fast as technology and industry needs to catch 
up to survive. creating unique communities and building 
relationships is more important than ever, and having a Stellar 
social media presence is pretty much indispensable. In this 
volatile yet exciting era, it is also crucial to track how each 
event and strategic marketing decisions translate into 
measurable nancial gain. As residential strategies and pop-
up pioneers, Zippy labs partners with property managers to 
help the imagine how to present space and enhance their 
leasing model. revoke with properties for a for long duration 
and organise popup events and immersive experiences that 
deliver measurable results in terms of vetting new potential 
lease tenants, enhanced space offerings, organic press and 
social media impressions. The next few pages will take you 
through a proposal of put together for building - It will be a 
pleasure for me to work with you guys on make our home 
even better.



This marvellous brand creates products,
both functional and beautiful. 

The brand’s need of the hour was to develop a 
swanky yet minimal brand identity along with a 
website and communications strategy. Spaceman 
& Co went beyond the call of duty and helped this 
eclectic tech wagon nd itself through detailed 
concept notes, enriching brand identity sessions and 
an entire sleeve of communication strategies. What 
promptly followed was a cool LA hipster vibe and a 
minimal but intense voice that certainly couldn’t be 
ignored. 

SERVICE CATEGORIES: 
1. Brand Identity #Think
2. Conceptual Design #Dream
3. Website Development #Innovate 
4. Communication Strategy #Dream 

CLIENT DELIVERABLES: 
1. Concept Notes 
2. Brand Identity Bundle
3. Company Website 
4. Communication Strategy 
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Inventing A Real Brand Voice For A Virtual Tech Studio

When ideators, designers, and coding geniuses come 
together for the sake of technology, something 
incredible is bound to hatch. Until this golden moment, 
technology belonged in the clutches of geeks, nerds, 
and computer lab rats. Not anymore! Building cool 
tech products needn't be peppered with hard facts, 
conundrums, and brain-dead adventures - To create 
something revolutionary, you needn’t speak tech.

Cosmic Digital Ventures is a creative technology studio
that empowers entrepreneurs by demystifying technological
complexities and building the next generation of tech 
products.  

COSMIC DIGITAL
VENTURES
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SERVICE CATEGORIES: 
1. Presentation Deck Design #Think
2. Organizational Storytelling #Dream

CLIENT DELIVERABLES: 
1. Product Pitch Deck 
2. LinkedIn Content 
 

A brand as ingenious as this required an equally intelligent 
strategy. The brand came to Spaceman & Co to create an 
alternate model for their pitch story. The core deliverable was a 
compelling pitch deck that reected the brand’s highly-ltered 
human + AI essence. One thing led to another, and we also 
ended up crafting stories, use cases, process ows, and LinkedIn 
articles that spun around the brand’s central narrative. The results 
were indeed real. 

Pitch-Perfecting The AI Firm That Makes Customer Service  More Human
 

Remember those popcorn-dropping sci- icks lled with ideas that 
popped out of a wormhole? Turns out, those ideas weren’t so unreal 
after all. Imagine AI bots that are so much like humans, they can read 
into your emotions. The days of call centers are over. The future belongs 
to articial intelligences that will interact with humans in a very real way.

Simplify Reality is a tech company that creates  customized tools
that aid proactive automated  communication between
companies, customers and employees. These cutting-edge tools
integrate into a pre-existing software, recognize most languages,
and also support any text  platform.

SIMPLIFY REALITY
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We partner with brands & enterprises to build customized machine learning solutions that meet their needs of tomorrow

Whether it be banking, aviation, education, FMCGs or internal employee communication - We strive to simplify communication
and reimagine business.



SERVICE CATEGORIES: 
1. Brand Identity #Think
2. Conceptual Design #Dream
3. Website Development #Innovate 
4. Communication Strategy #Dream 
 

CLIENT DELIVERABLES: 
1. Concept Notes 
2. Brand Identity Bundle
3. Company Website 
4. Communication Strategy
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Charming Reindeer’s immersive experiences merge  analog, digital
and hybrid elements to make spaces  communicate at a deeper
level.

Our exploration of the brand began with the simple mandate of brand 
identity topped with a brochure, and website. However, as we went 
about digitizing concept notes, visualizing elaborate ideas, and 
creating implementation plans we developed a unique bond with the 
brand that led us to collaborate further and create a chronicle of 
immersive events and shareable memories. We continue to imagine 
the unimaginable with Charming Reindeer. 

Charming Reindeer is an experience design company that crafts shareable
memories replete with fun, laughter, and  inspiring ideas. From immersive
brand experiences to  bespoke festive décor - Out-of-the-box creativity
forms  the soul of the brand. 

Assigning A New League To Experience Design 

What if spaces could whisper and talk? What if some unique experiences could send you on an 
enthralling journey of self-discovery? What if design could get under your skin and resonate with 
your existence? Experiences are what build humans, both internally and externally. Experiences 
handcraft us from birth. The power of experiences, if unleashed, can truly, truly change the world.   

CHARMING REINDEER
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The brand wanted an experiential installation that was thought-provoking and 
presented an altered perspective of Christmas. The creative challenge was to 
extrapolate its abstractions to crystal clarity and present a complex work of art to 
mass audiences. Something like this was never done before. 

Spaceman & Co accepted the challenge and reimagined Christmas from 
scratch. We deconstructed and demystied Christmas to the bone. We looked 
at Christmas from the past, the present, and future to create a digital experience 
that blended AI powered projections, lifeless mannequins and an upside down 
Christmas tree. We conjured a whole new perspective through stunning use of 
technology and art. We like to believe that our artistic experiment pleasantly 
changed the denitions of the world’s biggest festival forever. 

SERVICE CATEGORIES: 
1. Organizational Storytelling #Dream
2. Immersive Experiences #Dream
3. Visual Art #Dream
4. Creative Direction #Think
 
CLIENT DELIVERABLES: 
1. Experiential Art Installation 
2. Holiday Season Experience Strategy 
3. Holiday Season Decor 

Reimagining Holidays & Festivities

Only if the same old Christmas that comes toddling every year 
could turn up slightly differently. Only if the Christmases of the 
past, present, and future could coexist! Could the Christmas 
tree be reimagined, or recreated? Can reindeers be drones?

The brand - a leading shopping mall - envisaged creating an 
extraordinary holiday-season experience by going beyond the
traditional feel of Christmas trees and monotonous red & 
green decor. 

EPICURIA
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Visions of Altered Festivities is an endeavor that goes beyond 
denition. It’s an artist’s  lens through a time machine. It’s 
festivities reimagined. Some call it an experience, while others 
fall short of words to describe it. Welcome to a mosaic vision of 
festivities  that bring together all its older and future 
interpretations on a larger-than-life canvas. 
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We Refurbished A Publishing Company That Brought Back 
The Fun of Learning

Almost every child’s dread and longest-living fear, textbooks, are 
infamously cramped with drab and uninspiring information that sap 
the fun out of learning. With a near-monster status and a nightmarish 
reputation, the well-intending boring textbooks are one of the 
biggest reasons why children, especially in India, lose inspiration in 
their educational journey.          

Dreamland Publications is a visionary company that dreams to 
change the blueprint of Indian education. By introducing functionally 
crafted books that resonate with the child’s psychology, and appeal 
to their imagination, Dreamland integrates digital elements in 
traditional paper textbooks to create a new league of future- ready 
books. 

A dream so expansive required someone who understood the 
magnanimity of this vision. The brand needed an intricate 
business plan, execution strategy and pitch deck that took into 
account the complexities of such grand scale. 

We jumped into our spacesuits and created everything for the 
brand - From a business model canvas, capturing and articulating
the brand’s vision, to marketing plans, investment strategies, 
and pitch decks. We also dabbled with design and animations to 
make the brand ultra communicative and provide a cheerful 
identity that resonates with the investors and young customers alike. 

SERVICE CATEGORIES: 
1. Conceptual Design #Dream
2. Business Plan Development #Think
3. Presentation Deck Design #Think
4. Brand Identity #Think
 
CLIENT DELIVERABLES: 
1. Business Model Canvas
2. Pitch Deck 
3. Detailed Financial Plan 
4. Brand Identity 
5.Communiction Strategy 

DREAMLAND
PUBLICATIONS
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SERVICE CATEGORIES: 
1. Brand Identity #Think
2. Digital Restructuring #Think
3. Business Process Design #Think
4. Strategic Growth Partnerships #Think
5. Website Development #Innovate
 

CLIENT DELIVERABLES: 
1. Corporate Brand Identity 
2. Communication Strategy 
3. Company Website 
4. Digital Strategy 
5. Business Process Flow Charts 

This hardworking brand was looking towards a complete 
revamp, or shall we say metamorphosis, from the logo to 
the website. The brand also needed their standard 
operation practices like accounts and reporting to go 
digital. It didn’t quite stop there! An online sales strategy 
was also in the cart.   

From designing the mission and vision statement to the 
product packaging, we went all the way with the brand 
through their rebranding epiphany. We also shifted the 
organization from its traditional processes to fully 
automated digital processes. The B2B company was, for 
the rst time, taken online. By adopting a digital 
approach coupled with effective rebranding, the brand 
carved a name for itself among big players like 3M, 
Scotch, and HP.  

Transforming A Traditional Lamination Company 
Into Its Digital Avatar

When everything’s so impermanent, why didn’t God bestow on 
them a layer of protection? He did, and He called it Lamination. 
When the wonderful art of lamination was taken for granted, it 
needed a saviour who would pick the technology from trenches 
and put it in its rightful place. A savior who’d show the world how 
it’s done.          

The grand legacy of Amorphos Packaging was founded in 2005
with the vision of  simplifying procurement of packaging and 
lamination lms. Today, Amorphos features on India’s most elite
list of trusted thermal and cold lamination lm brands. 

AMORPHOS
PACKAGING
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Visiting Cards

Envelopes


